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In the computer experiments
IC/7T/29

on hard-sphere systems,by studying

the density dependence of the diffusion coefficient after a long time

tt

Alder ana Wainvrright discovered a surprisingly alow decay of the velocity
-3/2
autocorrelation function, the positive t a i l — ct
(for the three-dimensional
International Atomic Energy Agency

systems).

and

Autocorrelation function behaviour was studied on the basis of

the molecular-dynamic theory and by means of the numerical solution of the

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization

hydrodynamic Navier-Stokes equations. Later this result vaa theoretically
[2]
taking into
obtained at low densities both for the hydrodynaraic model
account the local equilibrium assumption and transport coefficient expressions [3]
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and from the point of view

of

kinetic theory

.

It was possible to

show that not only the velocity autocorrelation function but also other time
-3/2
functions important for studying transport phenomena have ~ c t

correlation
behaviour.

Hauge

derived non-exponential decay of the time correlation

functions starting from the non-linear Boltzmann model, which describes
systems in the low-density l i m i t .
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However, i t i s essential to point out the following.

Although

computer experiments discovered the slow decay over the wide density region

B.I. Sadovnikov ••

of the hard-sphere systems up t o the fluid region, maximum deviations from

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy,

the ordinary decay (which i s usually supposed to be exponential) were found
at the volumes of the system

and

V compared with the close-packed volume

V (V/V ~ 3 ) , that i s for the comparatively dense systems.

In t h i s connection

i t Is undoubtedly interesting t o consider the asymptotic behaviour of the
M.G. Inozemtseva
time correlation functions on the basis of the non-linear Boltzmann-Enskog
[81
equation, which possesses, as was first proved by Bogolubov
, exact

Physics Department, Moscow State University, USSR.

microscopic solutions corresponding to the exact description of the hardsphere system dynamics and therefore may serve as a base for obtaining
[7 93

ABSTRACT
The coefficients in the

t

asymptotics of the time autocorrelation

higher approximations in the density.

In the papers

*

the connection

functions are successively determined in the framework of the non-linear

between different derivations of the tails of time correlation functions was

Boltzmann-Enskog model.

established for the different models at low densities and the asymptotic
iA
[3 k Ql

The l e f t and r i g h t eigenfunction systems are con-

structed for the Boltzmann-Enskog operator.

coefficient

C was calculated

' '

[h]

. Let us note that Dorfman and Cohen

reached the best agreement with Alder and Wainwright's experimental data by
using Enskog expressions of the transport coefficients with the higher density
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terms to calculate the autocorrelation functions, though usually these terms
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are believed to exceed the accuracy of the model.

Calculating the

asymptotical coefficient,however, they assumed that Boltzmann transport
•
••

To he submitted for publication.
On leave of absence from Department of Quantum Statistics, Physics
Moscow State University, Moscow B-23U. USBH.

coefficients may be replaced by the values from Enskog transport coefficient
Faculty,

Cup to terms ~ n ) . But the degree of validity of this assumption is not
clear.

Also it is not known what order of density should be neglected.
-2-

Calculations of higher order density corrections and their theoretical
-3/2
grounds are extremely Important since the ~ c t
tail was found in computer

'1

•i

experiments for dense systems (.possessing the volume 3-5 times exceeding
the close-packed volume) and since the investigation of the long-time
behaviour of autocorrelation functions is very difficult at low densities. [1]

T i s the temperature, m is the mass of the sphere. After in—

In the present paper the asymptotic expressions for the kinetic parts of the

tegration over time of the functions C >, (t\

time correlation functions are obtained successively from the non-linear

C, {&) we ob -

tain the kinetic contribution to the shear viscosity and

Eoltzmann-Enskog model, which takes into account the effects of particle
sizes.

As it should be expected, this model gives the correct asymptotic

behaviour without additional assumptions on the density.

It is interesting

to note that) in the first approximation on the non-linearity, the kinetic
parts of time correlation functions are independent from potential terms
which are presented in a linearized version of the model.

heat conductivity, respectively.
C £ c£)

I t I s easy to show that

axe expressed from the one-particle distribution

function in the following manneri

However, in the

second order these potential terms are important and give higher density
corrections for the transport coefficients in the expressions for the tails.
the
The justice of^mode-mode formula with the Ensfcog transport coefficients up
to first order In density Is grounded on the solution of the non-linear
Boltzmann-Enskog equation.

\
where

5 th%

The account of the following order is complicated

by the fact that the right and left eigenfunction systems constructed turn

tion function

out to be non-orthogonal, but In principle it is possible.

from the equilibrium value

F (I. % v) - <f(v) (1

We shall study a long-time behaviour of the correlation functions
being Interested only in their kinetic parts.

i s the relative deriatioa of the distribu-

This is not as severe a

restriction as it may seem for the reasons enumerated in paper

. The

expression for the kinetic parts of the autocorrelation functions in the
for*

^

Xhe function

i s satisfied fty the i n i t i a l

condition

-3T

-1

.«)
will be the starting point for the investigation of the dynamical systems of
N identical haxd spheres moving in a macroscopic volume V . Here vk(t)
is the velocity of k t h particle in the time t , < - • • >
denotes an
average over a grand canonical equilibrium ensemble 6 = (n,A) ;

corresponding to

O

-<orm deviation froa the equilibrium

velocity distribution of a single particle.

3!oe deviatiO/7

from equilibrium in the coordinate space is described by the
function
-3-

wfc-To)

,which i s noxnali*ed by

JV*
-k-

depends only oft the coordinates and does not
the asymptotical fora of the function C£ (•&)

change

,as

will be shewn
[81
Bogolubov ,
l e t us

following the paper of
suppose, that a non-linear

BoltZBtaim—lSnskOg equation, possessing
!Bie temlS ~t Q. U I n the

exact microscopic solutions may serve as a source for.
obtaining

higher approximations in the density and cor-

rectly describes the hard-sphere system behaviour for
n s mueh longer than the tiae of collision.
the function

f

fotji/)

Ea. (3)

ti-

and arise

In this case

arguments

of

function

5 in

correspond to the account of the particle S I M S
as a singular H a l t In the total eapressioss of

this type of kinetic equations considered by Bogolubor ^

Obeys the equation

<Sha perturbation

$ L%i, v)

.

i s believed to be small. I t

i s necessary to note that i n spite o£ the function

*% (o,t,

being proportional to o(v- VQJ ,an application of the perturbation theory in the vicinity of the point
because the non-linear

*j

becomes small

for

long times

approaches the equlllbrliis state*
There a s usual

<T i s the unit vector , <Z- is the diame-ter of

the sphere, operators
tions

X

%(ii%\/)3

$

/lev

faiiV')^

and

/

paper ^

i » valid

part of the Boltaaana-Enskog equation.

Is equal to zero when "6mO

(v'-v

i> • O

. ffl&e deviation
when

•- the systes

On taking into account the

we write the solution of Eq.(3) as the. series

a c t on t h e func-

the following wayi

") *** J

assuming that 5 »

ft)

ized

j

. Then

;

satisfies

Boltzmann-Enskog aquation

-t
(y

is the linearised collision operator),

!Ehere 1B a linear non-uniform equation for the

-6-5-

'ffc^'")

$

the linear-

.(*•)

•—

r

1

s
D

J

fit)

Using tne expressions (/•/) obtained for > r ^ T / y »we
for the kinetic parts of the autocorrelation functions
I t i s convenient to introduce the operator £

5 = \/ — - n A tv)

where

Then Bqa.(6) and (7) nay be rewritten as
A I

where we denote

- Q . £ "^ "fc, 1

I
'She initial conditions for the functions

f

and f

are taken in the form

f

y)) Mtt].

fhe contribution from the linearised approximation of
the Boltssaann-Enslcog equation to the kinetic parts of the
autocorrelation functions i s

On Solving Eg.. (9) with initial conditions (10), ona can find

Ihen

applying the determlnation ( 8 ) and condition^)

we finally obtaim

-7-

A

the oealax product

Ao is tine linearized Boltzmann operator.
importance

that potential

It*-

J

1B defined with the weight J( VJ ,
I t i s of gTeat

-ia/cf

terms containing ~ta.<f in

tries'

expressions (4) and (5), which distinguieh the BoltzmannInskog equation from the Boltzmann,
the
tions

kinetic

do not influence

parts C £ {•&) of the autocorrelation func-

obtained from a linearized version

of the Boltzmann-

Enskog equation. 3Jhe functions C e ftjoxe
daoraaaing in tiae since the eigenvalues

exponentially

of /\Q

corres-

ponding to the eigettfnfiationa by which the currents I ?(A are
deCOKDOBedi are knom to be negative.

the

Consequently to study

The -functions

I1') % which take into account the

L-

the

contribution of potential terms lamon-iinear equation to
the density dependence of kinetic parts of autocorrelation
functions can be expressed as

•6

c
0

asymptotic behaviour of the kinetic parts of the

autocorrelation functions

at

the density corrections to

long times
c

0%)

and to Calculate

e L^J i n the non-linear case,

the idea of

Bogolubov^ ^ was taken into account, i.e. that

i t I s natural

to tuie the non-linear Boltznann-Enskog equ-

ation fop th» hard-sphera systems for obtaining the higher
density approximations since i t has the exact microscopic
solutions.
tial

Let us

terms ±Aif

observe the influence of the poteni n the equations contained on the asymp-

totical t a i l s and their coefficients. For these purposes we
introduce the operators A^J
action on functions of V, </'

?

'K

, and define their

aa follows:

In these fornulas

^< , T < eare the foiifier eosponents

of the functions IV tK~1o)
i'/sly.

AM

* "ffe) from (>f ) , respect-

F O P tbe sake of convenience,the Laplace transfor«-

ation was applied to (<f£) for studying the ti»e
behaviour of C^K(i)

. we found

=a.L J
where

ia.tc<r

an

i s the linearised BoltaumtHenskog operator,
-9-

-10-

A
are the coefficients la

of the operator
A

/**

ufr-v>)-»AJ»)-»A,K(v>)J

*T

here the notation

-1

The

the decomposition of A (v} i/') on

AKfa*[
as)

yj

Is introduced!

*

'•(4)

general,, not orthogona^.
eigenfunctions
To find the asymptotic expressions for kinetic parts of

C
C.

autocorrelation functions,

(

fit

i s Convenient to

make the inverse Laplace transformation i n

A
(11)
I t i s easy to see that the extreme right singularity of
C c IP) In the complex p - plan* l a i n J i - 0 . POT
ear purposes I t i s enough to study the behaviour of L . ff>J
In -tiw vicinity of this point, i n this domain one can take

(16)

° n the left-hand side of the scalar product (13), because

p> — 0

the currents

J^ fv)

are orthogonal to the eigenfunc-

tlons of the Boltzmann operator /\ (\l\ , which corresponds

tend to icro

to the zero eigenvalue. Let us also decompose the quantity
A (v, ^')
<

oa tfce eigenfunctions

'

of $ (v)
K

Here the sum goes over those eigenvalues of

that

Then /*/-• 0 .

The equation

) represents the appropriate special-

ization Of the m0de*4Ulde formula

3

&

.Which hare has teen

derived directly from the non-linear Bolt»ann-Euekog equation. Thus the asynptotics of the time behaviour of the Jdnet i e parts of autocorrelation functions ^ £

expression {1"b ) may than be presented as

t^J I s certain-

ly determined completely by the dispersive dependence of
the sum [•?
operator

05)

v •&_ k

J

composed

Qf eigenvalues of the

$ (v) . Hence I t i s interesting to calculate

these eigenvalues.

In the case of the small ware numbers

K i the Boltsaaann-Enakog operator A (v) 1B given by
the expansion

A
where •£

_ y

are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
-li-

J)

°"

=Z
Z.

I

()
-12-

(n)

where

/g 0 ) is the linearized Boltsanann operator,

In the first order of the perturbation theory only that

ov-

A,

Ia the acoustic approxiaation it is necessary to aceotmt
tern which, is proportional to /AT/
which is ^ order of K^

. <SM t M r * t e m in (17),

should he used is calculation* Qtf

the sound damping corrections. We consider the operato*
-IO,

A

at

*•-» 0

as a

s a i l addition

to the operator
— n A,iV
. On writing the eigenvalues and eigsnfunctions In the font
It 1 B important to note that S

contain the

order density Corrections distinguishing them from

(
the opei^tor (t

A
are also a power scries in

The functions
the density

**>

/r>

where €s - O

denotes the » r o eigenvalue, W

am

the eigenfunctions corresponding to thenon-zaro eigearalitec
where

T^

the operator

are the well known eigenfunctions of
(IK.V-h

A0(v))

<- -* .corresponding to

of the Boltzoann operator ,we get for the coefficients C^_
in the framework of the standard perturbation theory the
following expressionsf

•ero eigenvalue of the Boltnaann operator.'

»to,*)

ev

i
(1*)

where

here S - ~",

,the unit vectors &ix

with the Vector

Q. form the orthogonal basis.
-IV

together

p
6 =

and construct the right eigenfunction system or the SK

•I

i n the first order:

-H
] •>
here

P

V =~

, s — *?>4

Then (18) and (19) reduce to

/<?r 3 A ^

are the thezmodiffusion and shear TiecoBity coef-

ficients in the Boltzmann-Enakog model with accuracy up to
order

with the accuracy
Ae
should

in the dlmensionless density.
are
%ft ezpeot«d,the functions

no,

not orthogonal. It is necessary to point
out that the eigenp
functions ( 13 ) are exact for the S^ L^J operator in the
limit IK\-* 0

because

hd - terms»

The operator A^ (v) has bees eliminated i a this approximation.

Xf one keeps only zero and first-order
N,

ft ]

terms in the «xpreseions ( X-i ) then one gets for the 5^
( L- 1,2,...5) the usual Enskog values

Ar)

the higher order corrections

from the expansion ('/y ) vanish in thia limit. In the
second order of the perturbation theory with the operator
IK] (le <J - letn Aj (</)

we obtalm
-15-

-16-

(e\

(e)
as expected.
I t should be noted that the calculation of the higher

connects the functions

T!he matrix

*v

order i n ftd requires also the consideration of the following tern in the decomposition (•/?), A,(v) , even in.
the f i r s t order of the perturbation theory. Thus we have

and naturally depends on the density.

determined the dispersion dependence for the eigenvalues

the parameter

2?

the expression (2.Z) coincides with the Ordinary mode^-mode

. T: „

of the

o C "7

operator and have conatruc-

ted i t s right and left eigenfunctiona (note that the left

formula,

eigenfunctiona may be obtained froa the right ones by the

this matrix i s equal to Oggt

note that in f i r s t order on

i

In eeroth order on

MA

and

the aatrix

is symmetric, aa it is easy to se» frost

C / 1

index and argument replacement 1 ? 2 and ol-*~oL !&(•/<? ) ) The next problem i s to analyse formula (16), vhioh exhib i t s the asymptotic behaviour of the kinetic parts of the
autocorrelation functions for

long times.

I t i s ObViOUS

both the second and third terms in expression (14)
AK LV} v'/

a » orthogonal to the functions f^ '

not contribute to the quantities AKl
to zero.

The fact that •£ + £_ "" f(#l

for
and do

It}*} goes
+&, JKZ has en-

abled us finally to obtain the leading asymptotical terms
in the mode-*K>de formula (jg ) on substituting the variable
and doing the integration on Ik. j in the following fora

therefore, the effects Of non-orthogonality of the
v>^ C V
eigenfunctions do not contribute to the mode-*ode fonaula
in this approximation also.

terms are tal-cen into account then the same reciprocal compensation does not take / ' and those effects are expected to
lead to the modification of the mode-mode foisula according to ( XZ) • Thus one can say that The asstaaptios previous*
ly made about the application of the Enskog transport coefficients in the mode-mode formula i s guaranteed up toft&*
order i a density. In the fr&ntc-viork of the Enskog model i t
i s necessary
to

r

However,if the seeondrorder

account

^y calculating the higher order in density
for

the non-orthogonal effects of the

eigenfun-

ctlons of the corresponding linearised operator.

J
<>*»*/

T&e re—

suits obtained turn into those derived in tfc» papey

L

* tor

the non-nnear Boltznann equation i n the low-density limit.

7 c ,c , (c~*

e

should l i k e to emphasise especially that the existence of an

exact solution . . in. the

(n)

€'*>

model

non-iinear

justifies the attempts to calculate the higher o r -

der correction terms in density.

T
-17-

Boltzaann—Enskog

l a the framework of

vsy

kinetic theory based on some/of BBGKI-hierarchy truncation, the successive
inclusion of these terms appears to lead to the equivalent of the mode-mode
formula modification (22).
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